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accessing Star Logs.EM
Access granted. Welcome to Star logS.em, brought to you by 
Everyman Gaming LLC! Here at Everyman Gaming LLC, we 
strive to bring you exactly what you need for your starfaring 
adventures. From new class options and archetypes to the latest 
information on alien life forms found throughout the galaxy, 
Everyman Gaming is here to make sure that your space ship is 
stocked and your datajacks filled with everything you need to 
have safe, fun, and profitable adventures throughout the known 
galaxy. (Warning: Everyman Gaming LLC takes no responsibility 
for any death, permanent affliction, potential brain scrambling, 
or similar impairments you may suffer during your adventures.)

Everyman Gaming’s state of the art Star log.em series 
combines top talent spanning the known universe (and some 
parts unknown) to create state-of-the-art design for your 
Starfinder experience. Some Star log.em files. Some everyman 
miniS are designed to offer small snippets of support to existing 
Everyman Gaming products, while others contain ideas that 
while cool, are often too specialized for other Everyman 
Gaming products. Some are simply vetting grounds for new 
ideas, while others are tried and true. Regardless of the theme 
or idea, all Star log.em files are intended to add something 
cool or weird to your tabletop experience. We believe that 
every Everyman Gaming product is something special and 
wonderful, no matter how small, and hopefully after reading 
this installment of Star log.em series you’ll feel the same!

~ Alexander Augunas
Publisher & Crunchmaster of Everyman Gaming LLC
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Accessing Archives
Query: Augmentative Equipment
Hello, and thank you for purchasing Star log.em013: 
augmentative equiPment! People have been using technology to 
augment their appearances and bodies for as long as human 
society has existed. That’s because from a gritty standpoint, 
‘technology’ doesn’t just mean electricity and whirling 
gizmos—technology is anything people use to do work or 
control their environment in some capacity. So whether you’re 
talking piercing, corsets, and virtually everything in between, 
you’re talking technological augmentation of the human body.

Body Augmentation in the Xa-
Osoro System
Throughout the known galaxy, body augmentation is a 
common practice among primitive and advanced societies 
alike, each seeing distinct benefits to altering their bodies to 
better suit some form or task. Unlike elsewhere in the galaxy, 
however, augmentations are practically a way of life in the 
Xa-Osoro System, thanks in no small part to the existence 
of major corporations like Helix that specialize in body 
augmentation and genetic alteration services. The presence of 
the deoxyians and their gene trade in particular has shaped 
the conversation regarding the alteration of one’s own body, 
or at least the presence of their decades-long  viral marketing 
campaigns. In a system where dramatically altering one’s 
race is both possible and legal, small changes to the likes of 
physical traits or sex are frivolous, often as trivial, ordinary, 
and socially accepted as a routine ear piercing 
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NEW EQUIPMENT
The following items follow the rules outlined for each 
category in the Starfinder Core rulebook.

WEAPON FUSIONS
Weapon fusions are powerful magic effects that enable 
weapons to channel potent special abilities. For more 
information about weapon fusions, see the weapon fusion 
section of Chapter 7 in the Starfinder Core rulebook.

Biointigration LeveL 4
A weapon with the biointegration weapon fusion has a hybrid 
system that allows it to integrate directly with your existing 
biological structures when you are wielding it as a move 
action, allowing you to fuse it directly onto one of your arms. 
While fused to your body, the weapon can’t be disarmed, 
stolen, or dropped, but you can’t use that hand for any 
purpose other than wielding the fused weapon. In addition, 
half of any damage dealt to your weapon (such as from a 
successful sunder attempt) is dealt directly to you. Unfusing 
a fused weapon from your body is a move action. Only one-
handed weapons can have this fusion.

ARMOR UPGRADES
You can use the following armor upgrades to personalize your 
armor with custom bonuses or abilities. For more information 
about armor upgrades, see the armor upgrades section of 
Chapter 7 in the Starfinder Core rulebook.

Phason emitter (hyBrid)
This energy emission system is installed on your armor’s back, 
allowing it to warp space-time and add additional kinetic 
energy to your melee attacks. You can compress your armor 
into a sphere roughly 1/16th your size by using these emitters 
to open an extradimensional space within the armor for your 
body to occupy. Doing is a free action that doesn’t change 
your size category, but it does allow you to move through an 
area as small as one-quarter your space without squeezing, or 
one-eighth your space when squeezing. 

While compressed, you have 360º vision and move 
via rolling your spherical armor. You gain a +2 bonus on 
Acrobatics checks made to tumble while compressed, and if 
you use the total defense action while compressed the bonus 
to your AC increases from +4 to +6. You can’t attack with any 
weapons except unarmed strikes while compressed (which 

Table: Arms, Armor, and Augmentations
Weapon Fusions
Weapon Fusion Level Price

Biointigration 4  680    
Armor Upgrades
Upgrade Level Price Slots Armor Type Bulk
Phason emitter 3 1,850 1 Any L
Weapon integration system 4 2,250 1 Light, heavy —

Augmentations (Biotech)
Augmentation Level Price System     
Biotic flight, Mk 1 1 400 Spinal column   
Muscle mass magnifier, Mk 2 1 100 Muscles   
Spiked growths 1 175 Skeleton   
Muscle mass magnifier, Mk 2 3 1,200 Muscles   
Adamantine boneplates, Mk 1 5 3,025 Skeleton   
Biotic flight, Mk 2 5 2,750 Spinal column   
Muscle mass magnifier, Mk 3 5 2,650 Muscles   
Adamantine boneplates, Mk 2 7 6,950 Skeleton   
Adamantine boneplates, Mk 3 9 17,975 Skeleton   
Biotic flight, Mk 3 9 12,000 Spinal column   
Muscle mass magnifier, Mk 4 9 12,000 Spinal column   
Muscle mass magnifier, Mk 5 11 23,000 Spinal column   
Adamantine boneplates, Mk 4 12 48,850 Skeleton   
Muscle mass magnifier, Mk 6 13 46,000 Spinal column   
Adamantine boneplates, Mk 5 14 105,000 Skeleton   
Muscle mass magnifier, Mk 7 15 94,000 Spinal column   
Adamantine boneplates, Mk 6 16 163,500 Skeleton    
Muscle mass magnifier, Mk 8 17 216,000 Spinal column    
Adamantine boneplates, Mk 7 19 542,000 Skeleton   
Muscle mass magnifier, Mk 9 19 480,000 Spinal column   
Muscle mass magnifier, Mk 10 20 720,000 Spinal column   
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you accomplish via ramming your armor into opponents), but 
your unarmed strikes aren’t considered archaic weapons and 
count as having the shock infusion.

WeaPon integration system

This high-tech device allows you to install a weapon into a suit 
of light or heavy armor, as if it were a suit of powered armor. 
You can have multiple weapon integration systems installed in 
a single suit of armor, with each armor upgrade granting you 
one weapon slot. If you have only one weapons slot, you can 
only install a one-handed weapon into the slot. A two-handed 
weapon occupies two weapon slots, a heavy weapon occupies 
three weapon slots, and a weapon with the unwieldly weapon 
special property occupies one additional slot beyond the 
number usually needed, based on its type.

This armor upgrade can only be installed in light or heavy 
armor.

AUGMENTATIONS (Biotech)
You can use magic items to augment yourself with new 
powers and abilities. For more information on augmentations, 
see the Augmentations section in Chapter 7 of the Starfinder 
Core rulebook.

The following augmentations represent modifications 
to your DNA (or equivalent) combined with implants of 
biological origin that integrate into your physiology. For more 
information on biotech, see the Biotech section in Chapter 7 
of the Starfinder Core rulebook.

adamantine BonePLate system skeLeton

You fuse sheets of adamantine alloy designed to deflect attacks 
directly to your skeleton. You gain an amount of damage 
reduction equal to the augmentation’s model (Mk 1 grants 
DR 1, Mk 2 grants DR 2, and so on). If you have natural 
damage reduction equal to or greater than your adamantine 
boneplate, adding adamantine boneplate increases the value 
of your natural DR by 1. If you have natural DR of a value less 
than your adamantine boneplate, the value of DR from your 
adamantine boneplate increases by 1.

You can’t have both adamantine boneplate and dermal 
plating implanted at the same time; treat these augmentations 
as if they modified the same system for this purpose.

Biotic FLight system sPinaL coLumn

You augment yourself with modifications to your nervous 
and skeletal systems and implant new locomotive limbs as 
modified for a creature of your race, granting you the ability 
to fly. A minimal biotic flight system is tenuously implanted 
and unable to fully support your weight, granting you the 
ability to attempt a DC 15 Acrobatics check to fall safely from 
any height, as if using a 1st-level flight spell. If you succeed on 
a second DC 15 Acrobatics check, you can use this biotech to 
glide, moving 5 feet laterally for every 20 feet that you fall. 
A standard biotic flight system is more comprehensive and 

invasive, granting you a fly speed equal to half your base speed 
with clumsy maneuverability. A complete biotic flight system 
is fully integrated into your nervous system and often includes 
biotic parts custom-grown from stem cells with your genetic 
information, granting you a fly speed equal to your base speed 
with good maneuverability.

Regardless of the augmentation’s model, a biotic flight 
system doesn’t function in a vacuum (such as the void of space), 
and the flight granted by the augment is an extraordinary 
ability, the result of bioengineering rather than magic. At the 
GM’s decision, especially thick or thin atmospheres may grant 
you a bonus or penalty on Acrobatics checks to fly.

Normally a biotic flight augmentation takes the form of special 
membranes grafted into your body (for a minimal system) or 
wings (for a standard or complete systems), but sometimes they 
take more unusual forms, such as a biotic system that mirrors 
a haan’s balloon webbing or psychic levitation, even downright 
silly enhancements to your existing form such as transforming 
your tail into a propeller capable of liftoff.   

muscLe mass magniFier system muscLes

You inject a biotic stimulate into your blood that enhances 
your muscles, augmenting the strength and speed of your 
punches, kicks, and similar attacks. Whenever you attack with 
an unarmed strike, you can choose to replace your unarmed 
strike’s nonlethal weapon special property for the penetrating 
weapon special property, using the biotech’s level as your 
unarmed strike’s item level. This decision is made each time 
you make an attack roll with an unarmed strike, before the 
result of your attack is revealed.

If your muscle mass magnifier augmentation is 9th level or 
higher, the augment also grants your unarmed strikes a critical 
effect of your choice from the following list: knockdown, 
staggered, or wound. You can choose one critical effect from 
this list each time you critically hit, and you use the biotech’s 
level as your unarmed strike’s item level for the purpose of 
calculating the effect’s save DC. If your unarmed strikes have a 
critical effect from another source, you must choose whether 
to use this ability or the other critical effect. 

sPike groWths system varies

You surgically add bonelike growths to your skeleton in key 
locations such as your hands, knees, elbows, or knuckles, 
allowing your unarmed strikes with those areas to precisely 
focus kinetic energy from your attacks into painful jabs. 
Whenever you attack with an unarmed strike, you choose 
whether your attack deals bludgeoning damage, piercing 
damage, or both (half bludgeoning damage, the rest piercing 
damage). In addition, if you are climbing a surface with a 
hardness that is less than your Strength modifier, you count 
as having adequate handholds as you create handholds with 
your fists. If you have Improved Unarmed Strike, you gain this 
bonus if the surface has hardness that is less than your Strength 
modifier + your total level.
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OPEN GAME LICENSE VERSION 1.0A
The following text is the property of Wizards of the Coast, Inc. and is Copyright 

2000 Wizards of the Coast, Inc (“Wizards”). All Rights Reserved.

1. Definitions: (a)”Contributors” means the copyright and/or trademark 

owners who have contributed Open Game Content; (b)”Derivative Material” 

means copyrighted material including derivative works and translations (including 

into other computer languages), potation, modification, correction, addition, 

extension, upgrade, improvement, compilation, abridgment or other form in 

which an existing work may be recast, transformed or adapted; (c) “Distribute” 

means to reproduce, license, rent, lease, sell, broadcast, publicly display, transmit 

or otherwise distribute; (d)”Open Game Content” means the game mechanic 

and includes the methods, procedures, processes and routines to the extent such 

content does not embody the Product Identity and is an enhancement over the 

prior art and any additional content clearly identified as Open Game Content 

by the Contributor, and means any work covered by this License, including 

translations and derivative works under copyright law, but specifically excludes 

Product Identity. (e) “Product Identity” means product and product line names, 

logos and identifying marks including trade dress; artifacts; creatures characters; 

stories, storylines, plots, thematic elements, dialogue, incidents, language, 

artwork, symbols, designs, depictions, likenesses, formats, poses, concepts, 

themes and graphic, photographic and other visual or audio representations; 

names and descriptions of characters, spells, enchantments, personalities, 

teams, personas, likenesses and special abilities; places, locations, environments, 

creatures, equipment, magical or supernatural abilities or effects, logos, symbols, 

or graphic designs; and any other trademark or registered trademark clearly 

identified as Product identity by the owner of the Product Identity, and which 

specifically excludes the Open Game Content; (f) “Trademark” means the logos, 

names, mark, sign, motto, designs that are used by a Contributor to identify itself 

or its products or the associated products contributed to the Open Game License 

by the Contributor (g) “Use”, “Used” or “Using” means to use, Distribute, copy, 

edit, format, modify, translate and otherwise create Derivative Material of Open 

Game Content. (h) “You” or “Your” means the licensee in terms of this agreement.

2. The License: This License applies to any Open Game Content that contains 

a notice indicating that the Open Game Content may only be Used under and in 

terms of this License. You must affix such a notice to any Open Game Content 

that you Use. No terms may be added to or subtracted from this License except 

as described by the License itself. No other terms or conditions may be applied to 

any Open Game Content distributed using this License.

3. Offer and Acceptance: By Using the Open Game Content You indicate 

Your acceptance of the terms of this License.

4. Grant and Consideration: In consideration for agreeing to use this 

License, the Contributors grant You a perpetual, worldwide, royalty-free, non-

exclusive license with the exact terms of this License to Use, the Open Game 

Content.

5. Representation of Authority to Contribute: If You are contributing 

original material as Open Game Content, You represent that Your Contributions 

are Your original creation and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the rights 

conveyed by this License.

6. Notice of License Copyright: You must update the COPYRIGHT 

NOTICE portion of this License to include the exact text of the COPYRIGHT 
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NOTICE of any Open Game Content You are copying, modifying or distributing, 

and You must add the title, the copyright date, and the copyright holder’s name to 

the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any original Open Game Content you Distribute.

7. Use of Product Identity: You agree not to Use any Product Identity, 

including as an indication as to compatibility, except as expressly licensed in another, 

independant Agreement with the owner of each element of that Product Identity. 

You agree not to indicate compatibility or co-adaptability with any Trademark or 

Registered Trademark in conjunction with a work containing Open Game Content 

except as expressly licensed in another, independent Agreement with the owner of 

such Trademark or Registered Trademark. The use of any Product Identity in Open 

Game Content does not constitute a challenge to the ownership of that Product 

Identity. The owner of any Product Identity used in Open Game Content shall retain 

all rights, title and interest in and to that Product Identity.

8. Identification: If you distribute Open Game Content You must clearly indicate 

which portions of the work that you are distributing are Open Game Content.

9. Updating the License: Wizards or its designated Agents may publish 

updated versions of this License. You may use any authorized version of this 

License to copy, modify and distribute any Open Game Content originally 

distributed under any version of this License.

10 Copy of this License: You MUST include a copy of this License with 

every copy of the Open Game Content You Distribute.

11. Use of Contributor Credits: You may not market or advertise the 

Open Game Content using the name of any Contributor unless You have written 

permission from the Contributor to do so.

12. Inability to Comply: If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the 

terms of this License with respect to some or all the Open Game Content due to 

statute, judicial order, or governmental regulation then You may not Use any Open 

Game Material so affected.

13. Termination: This License will terminate automatically if You fail to comply 

with all terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware 

of the breach. All sublicenses shall survive the termination of this License. 

14. Reformation: If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, 

such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

15. COPYRIGHT NOTICE: Open Game License v 1.0a © 2000, Wizards 

of the Coast, Inc.

Open Game License v 1.0a © 2000, Wizards of the Coast, Inc.

System Reference Document. © 2000, Wizards of the Coast, Inc.; Authors 

Jonathan Tweet, Monte Cook, Skip Williams, based on material by E. Gary Gygax 

and Dave Arneson.

Pathfinder Roleplaying Game Core Rulebook © 2011, Paizo Publishing, 

LLC; Author: Jason Bulmahn, based on material by Jonathan Tweet, Monte Cook, 

and Skip Williams.

Starfinder Roleplaying Game Core Rulebook. © 2017, Paizo Inc.; Authors: 

Alexander Augunas, Logan Bonner, Jason Bulmahn, Thurston Hillman, Amanda 

Hamon Kunz, Jason Keeley, Robert G. McCreary, Stephen Radney-MacFarland, 

Amber E. Scott, Mark Seifter, Owen K.C. Stephens, and James L. Sutter, based on 

material by Jonathan Tweet, Monte Cook, and Skip Williams.

Star Log.EM013: Augmentative Equipment  © 2017, Everyman Gaming, 

LLC; Author: Alexander Augunas


